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Where is the language taught and learned within the community?  

In which way is the language integrated into the educational program? 

Within the school system, the language can officially be taught in one of two ways in schools of 

Latgalia: 

a) as part of the selective subject “novadmācibas” (Regional studies), mostly in grades 4-6; 

b) in study groups, as extracurricular activity (mostly as part of regional studies, seldom 

language alone).    

Whether any of these options is realized at a school depends largely on the initiative of individual 

teachers or heads of school. Option a) was officially introduced in 2013.  Some municipalities 

(Rēzekne, others?) support it by paying teachers for the additional hours.  

Latgalian subjects (history of the written language, current orthography, Latgalian literature) are 

sometimes taught within other subjects (mostly Latvian language and literature, also history). Very 

few current text books for Latvian language and/or literature contain information on Latgalian 

(MERCATOR 2009 names two).  

Some teachers and preschool educators use Latgalian as language of education in some parts of 

their classes or during extracurricular activities. This depends on individual teachers’ initiatives and 

on its acceptance by the school board and parents (one teacher told me: as long as nobody objects, 

you can use Latgalian in your classes). It seems however to be practiced rarely. The formal situation 

in a classroom seems to be incompatible with the use of Latgalian, which is considered a language 

used in informal situations among peers. Further evidence for this is the behavior of school and 

preschool children, who may use Latgalian among themselves outside of the classroom, but switch 

to Latvian when in the classroom.   

 

Are there other ways of teaching the language to children and teenagers of the community? 

LgSC has organized short courses of written Latgalian, directed to students of secondary schools, 

university students and other adults.   

LgSC also organized some summer schools on Latgalian language and culture for students of 

secondary schools, “Atzolys”. The first took place in 2004, the last (so far) in 2016.  

In August 2018, a two-week day camp for children aged 10-14 was organized in Rēzekne (main 

organizer: Ilga Šuplinska), “Sūpluok”. In this camp, Latgalian was used by most teachers and 

children were motivated (but not required) to use Latgalian in various activities: improvised drama, 

http://www.mercator-research.eu/research-projects/regionaldossiers/090603.regional_dossier_latgalian_in_latvia.pdf
http://www.mercator-research.eu/research-projects/regionaldossiers/090603.regional_dossier_latgalian_in_latvia.pdf
https://valoda.lv/en/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/LSL_ENG_2017_web.pdf
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making short animated films, music, dancing, and others. The camp was attended by 32 children 

and seems to have been a great success. Information about this camp was distributed in Latgalian 

and parents who registered were explicitly interested in their children being exposed to Latgalian 

(though most of them speak Latvian with their children).  

An advanced course in Latgalian writing for adults was organized in 2016 by the Latgalian Cultural 

Society (Latgaliešu Kultūras biedrība). Classes were given once a week over 11 weeks. (Program: 

http://latgalisubidreiba.mozello.lv/notikumi/valodas-apmacibas/).  

The Internet portal Lakuga.lv (run by LgSC) publishes material for the study of Latgalian that may 

be used in courses or self-study. 

 

Are there any regular measures to motivate language learning and teaching, such as competitions, 

awards?  

Since 2001, The Association of Teachers of Latgalian Language, Literature and Cultural History 

(LVLKSA) has been organizing two annual competitions: 

• Vuolyudzāni: competition in speaking on stage, reciting poems etc. in Latgalian for children 

and youngsters from preschool to university.  

• Olimpiāde: competition in Latgalian language, literature and cultural history for secondary 

schools; students work in teams and awards are given to schools, not to individuals. Since 

2013 this competition has been included into the range of “school Olympics” in Latvia.   

There are further essay competitions about aspects of Latgalian cultural history where students 

can send in their contributions in Latvian or Latgalian (on the writer Roberts Mūks, on the poet 

Naaizmērstule).   

Since 2015, annual awards are given to excellent teachers of Latgalia (Nikodēma Racāna balva 

izcilākajiem pedagogiem). The award  “recognizes excellent contributions in education, and in 

encouraging and cultivating Latvian and Latgalian traditions among young people” (Pošeiko 2017). 

  
What kinds of teaching aids are in use?  

(List with references at the end of this document) 

Primary education 

There are two primers for teaching children the alphabet and elementary reading and writing, one 

from 1992 and one from 2014 (this latter one also as e-book).  

In 2017 a new textbook of Latgalian for grade 4 was published electronically as PDF (Oluteņš). A 

second edition as print version will follow after feedback from educators working with this book. 

This book is designed for the selective subject “Regional studies”, but meant to be used as well in 

other contexts. It contains texts treating aspects of Latgalian cultural history, grammar tables, 

exercises on grammar and vocabulary, and suggestions for individual projects. The whole book is 

written in Latgalian. 

A less formal way of teaching Latgalian language and traditional culture is used in the children’s 

book Gostūs pi Boņuka (2017), which contains texts, exercises and games. It is meant for use at 

home and in playgroups as well as in schools (though it is not an officially recognized teaching aid). 

The target group is children from 6 to 12. Texts are partly in Latvian and partly in Latgalian, gradually 

familiarizing children with Latgalian.  

http://latgalisubidreiba.mozello.lv/notikumi/valodas-apmacibas/
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Other material that can be used as teaching aids with children are songs and stories. In 2018, an 

illustrated book with short Latvian folk songs was published with an accompanying CD (Zelta puče). 

In 2010 a CD with fairy tales read by popular musicians, actors and writers was published (Puosokys 

i puorsokys). Latgalian fairy tales are available in print in various editions. However, these 

publications are mostly based on ethnographic material, the writing has been normalized in 

different ways and does not correspond to the current orthographic standard. Some new (usually 

short) children’s books have been written and published in recent years, and a few books have 

been translated into Latgalian: two international children’s classics: Alice in Wonderland (2016, 

includes some exercises and games to work with the text) and Le petit prince (2017), and one 

Latvian story (The cat’s mill), which appeared in a new edition with beautiful illustrations in Latvian 

and at the same time in Latgalian.  

Secondary education 

There are no textbooks for older children nor for secondary schools. A teaching aid used with older 

pupils and adults is Vasals! (2003), a practical grammar focusing on morphology. It is written in 

Latvian and contains comparisons with standard Latvian.  

In this age group, Latgalian is rather taught through original literature, both fiction and non-fiction. 

Noteworthy is an anthology of modern Latgalian poetry, Susatīvs (2008, ed. Ilga Šuplinska). In 

addition to poems, this book contains autobiographical portraits of the authors and exercises 

stimulating a creative approach to their work.  

Ilga Šuplinska is also the main author of a series of DVDs which are based on material from folklore 

expeditions. They contain video recordings of speakers, background information recorded by staff 

members of the university of Rēzekne and suggestions for exercises. The focus is on folklore, not 

on language.  

Is the language taught to other persons (not members of the community), how?  

There have been sporadic attempts to interest a wider (Latvian speaking) public in the Latgalian 

language. Two series with each 20 short video clips teaching vocabulary and phrases were 

produced in 2015-2016 and are still accessible on YouTube (Runuosim latgaliski! and Latgalīšu volūdys 

apvuiceiba īsuociejim).  

Lidija Leikuma (professor at the University of Latvia in Riga) has given classes on Latgalian to 

students at other universities as part of staff exchange measures. In 2011 she gave an intensive 

course to students of Baltic philology at Saint Petersburg State University. These classes 

concentrated on formal teaching of grammar and aspects of the language history. 

 

Which methods are used in teaching the language? 

Latgalian is taught with two different methods: 

1) immersion – informal teaching through using the language with Latvian speaking learners, 

with occasional explanation of vocabulary; 

2) formal teaching of grammar and orthography. 

The first method is used more often, both in conducting the school subject Regional Studies and in 

less formal measures such as extracurricular activities and summer camps.   
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How are teachers prepared for teaching the language? (as part of teacher education or in 

measures of in-service teacher training) 

As far as I know, the training of elementary school teachers and preschool educators does not 

contain aspects of Latgalian language.  

The study program for future teachers of Latvian (mother tongue education) at Rēzekne Academy 

of Technology contains  a module “Latgalian”, which includes practical classes on written Latgalian 

as well as classes on the history of Latgalian language and culture.  

Since 2001, The Association of Teachers of Latgalian Language, Literature and Cultural History 

(LVLKSA) has been organizing a summer school for teachers of Latgalian language and culture 

(Vosoruošona) which includes lectures on Latgalian language (aspects of grammar and 

orthography), Latgalian literature, culture or history, and on methods (especially for teaching 

literature and folklore). This one-week school is also a much appreciated opportunity for teachers 

to meet colleagues, exchange experiences and ideas, and use Latgalian in formal and informal 

contexts. 

 

Latgalian educational material published since 1990 

D = preschool, S = elementary school, grades 1-4; P = primary school grades 5-9, V = secondary school; 

children start elementary school at the age of 6 or 7 (parents’ choice) 

Metalanguage is Latgalian (ltg) or Latvian (lv), or both  

Overview of textbooks, background material on grammar  and orthography 

Short name Year Target  Description 

Lementars 1 (ltg) 1992 S, D elementary reading and writing 

Skreineite (ltg) 2014 S, D electronic textbook with exercises for elementary 
reading and writing 

Gostūs pi Boņuka (lv, 
ltg) 

2017 S, D children’s book with texts and integrated games, for 
playful learning about Latgalian culture and language  

Lementars 2 (ltg) 1992 S, (P) orthography and pronunciation; vocabulary 
(thematic)  

Oluteņš (ltg) 2017 pdf S, (P) Latgalian language, culture and history (regional 
studies); officially for grade 4, but usable in grades 3-
6; will be published in print 

Oluteņš: metodiskie 
ieteikumi (lv) 

2017 pdf teachers how to work with the textbook Oluteņš 

Gruomota školuotuojim 
(ltg) 

1993 teachers background information on Latgalian language and 
cultural history 

Vasals! (lv) 2003 teachers, 
general 
public 

descriptive grammar focusing on morphology; 
includes dialectal variants, comparison with standard 
Latvian. 

Intensīvā mācību kursa 
materiāli (lv) 

2003 students, 
teachers, 
general 

compact grammar (morphology), orthography, 
pronunciation, designed for a class given as a guest 
lecturer to students of Baltic Philology at Saint 
Petersburg State University 

LPG noteikumi (lv, ltg) 2008 general Current standard of Latgalian orthography 
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Vuicīs raksteit latgaliski! 
(lv) 

2016 PDF general Self-study material for learning Latgalian 
orthography (for learners who already speak the 
language); written in Latgalian; contains exercises 
and a separate key to exercises 

Audio-visual material    

Runuosim latgaliski! 
(ltg) 

2015-16 general 20 video clips teaching Latgalian words and phrases 

Ltg īsuociejim (ltg) 2016 general 20 video clips teaching Latgalian words and phrases 

References 
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Latgalian words and phrases, made by the Association Bruoli un muosys. 
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Skreineite =  

Cibuļs, Juris & Leikuma, Lidija. 2014. Skreineite: Vuicūs laseit. Vuiceibys gruomota. Reiga: LVA. 

[http://ldb.lv/skreineite_vl]  

Cibuļs, Juris & Leikuma, Lidija. 2014. Skreineite: Vuicūs raksteit. Dorba burtneica. Reiga: LVA. 
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Videos and games for learning and teaching about Latgalian language and culture 

Videos on Latgalian regional culture and folklore  

Series of teaching materials on DVD with video recordings in Latgalian and Latvian from folklore 

expeditions. For teaching teenagers about folklore and regional culture. Each DVD contains 

material from one parish and is devoted to one topic. Authors: Ilga Šuplinska and Māris Justs. 

Title Year Parish/town Topic 

Ciblys meiklis 2009 Cibla riddles 
Aulejis anekdoti 2010 Auleja jokes 
Ondrupinis roksti 2010 Andrupene patterns 
Kaunatys vītu vuordu stuosti 2013 Kaunata place names 
Viļakys ticiejumi 2016 Viļaka folk beliefs 
Senī omoti Dagdā 2016 Dagda crafts 

 

Games 

Computer game introducing Latgalian personalities and their time, in Latgalian: 

Šuplinska, Ilga & Malahovskis, Vladislavs. 2016. Īsapazeisim! [Let’s get acquainted!]. Access: 

(http://iepazisimies.rta.lv/)  

Computer game about Latgalia and Latgalian cultural history (can be played in Latvian and English): 

Šuplinska I., Drozdova I. Aizej tur, nezin kur, atnes to, nezin ko. Izglītojoša datorspēle. Rēzekne: 

Rēzeknes Augstskola, 2014. (Access: http://futureofmuseums.eu/lv/games/) Runs only under 

Explorer! 

“The aim of the game – travelling through the towns and villages of Latgale, to identify the 

most notable distinguishing marks of these places, to learn some apt Latgalian expression 

and to test own deductive abilities – how to get the prize awarded by the “wheel of 

fortune”.” 

The site futureofmuseums.eu also contains other materials on cultural history which can partly be 

accessed in Latgalian. Especially worth noting is the collection of “Latgalian concepts” (Latgales 

koncepti), which is a shortened version of the encyclopedia Lingua-territorial dictionary, compiled 

and published by Rēzeknes Augstskola in 2012. Unfortunately the entries are only available in 

Standard Latvian.  
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